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Time: 10:30~12:10 (100 minutes)

Question I， problem 1-30, 2 points for each question.

Question II， problem 31-35, 2 points for each que巧ion.

Question III, Problem 36-45, 3 points for each question.

No points w "l be deducted 仿 r incorrect answers.

Questions I (2 points each)

Choose the best answer to replace the section in the question that has an underline.

1 • A microscope m过kes 泣 sm辽 11 thing 过ppear much 1 如■ger th泣打______•

(A) really are, (B) are really, (C)化巧  really are，（D) are 也巧 really, (E )化at 化巧  really

2. Fruits and vegetables are a good source______ vitamins and minerals.

(A) in, (B) of, (C) have, (D) that, (E) what

3. A research institute offers staffs______ which include a pension plan.

(A) benefits, (B) benefitting, (C) benefitted, (D) beneficial, (E) beneficially

4. She could not sit in an aisle 化at during her bus trip becau巧化ere were . avaUable.

(A) some，（B) any, (C) mainly, (D) none，（E) more

5. Transport officials were unsure o f______ caused the airplane crash in this night.

(A) why, (B) what, (C) where, (D) those, (E) each

6. The guide h id  visitors that the machine______ by the famous engineers.

(A) design, (B) designs, (C) designing, (D) designed, (E) was designed

7. They______化 fill in 化e &rais 拓r agreements.

(A) remindj (B) have reminded, (C) reminding, (D) are reminding, (E) are reminded

8. Re巧archers lookin呂拓r good papers will find 江______化lection in 化e special i巧ues,

(A) greater, (B) greatest, (C) greatly, (D) moi*e great岐 （E) greaten

9. ______ students had !:〇 attend 化e class for the trai打ing without exception.

(A) All, (B) Every, (C) A lot, (D) One, (E) No

10. He had 化 work______化 get 化e report finished by 化6 363出1116.

(A) intense, (B) intensity, (C) intensities, (D) intensive, (E) intemely

11. The ope凸 of 江 restaurant was succ巧sfiil_____ , but the owner wished the event had attracted more

attention from media.

(A) only, (B) enough, (C) yet, (D) soon, (E) rather
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Time: 10:30〜12:10 (100 minutes)

Questio打 I， problem 1-30, 2 points for each question.

Question II, problem 31-35, 2 points for each question.

Question HI, Problem 36-45, 3 points for each question.

No poi打ts will be deducted for i打correct answers.
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2. He paused _ _ during his pi*esentation 化 change the slide projected on the screen-

due 化 his busy

(A) a moment, (B) moments, (C) momentous, (D) momentarily, (E) momentary

13. Arrangement of 她  appointment 化 see Prof. Lin two weeks in advance i s ____

schedule.

(A) precise, (B) strange, (C) grateful, (D) necessary, (E) conclusive

14. The department celebrated th e______ of its 50化 aImiversarybyhostingaparty•

(A) gratitude, (B) birth, (C) integration, (D) impression, (E) occasion

15. Under the president leadership， corporations recovered from losses and began making substantial

(A) regulatio打s: (B) estimations, (G) earnings, (D) los化s: (E) regulations

16. Government gr抑 ts for college tuition will make education_____ 1:o more people from around tiie

world.

(A) plentifiil,巧）painful，（C) confidential, (D) exclusive, (E) access化le

17. Job failure means being fired from a job， being asked 化 iresi 呂打, or leaving- to pro化ct yourself.

(A) abruptly, (B) voluntarily, (C) knowingly, (D) understandably, (E) increasingly

18. The theory that as people become more independent of one another， they begin 化拓el ； 

and lonely that freedom becomes 过______ condition was 过ccep化d.

isolated

(A) common, (B) pemiane打t, (C) po化ical，（D) positive,似  negative

The cuckoo would be one of 打ature’s more______ creatures， blithely laying the eggs in 化e nests of

other birds and leaving the incubating and nurturing 化 them.

(A) feckless, (B) lackluster, (C) industrious, (D) domestic, (E) mettlesome
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Time: 10:30 〜12:10 (100 mimites)

Question I， problem  1-30,2 poi打ts for each question.

Questio n I I，p ro b lem 3 1 -3 5 ,2 p o in tsfb reach q u estio n .

Q u estio n III,P ro b lem 3 6 -4 5 ,3 p o in tsfo reach q u estio n .

N o points wiU be deducted for incorrect answers.
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with the construction of 化e new20. Now that 化e company has hired additional workers， it can —  

buildings.

(A) concern, (B) proceed, (C) step, (D) replace, (E) enhance

21 • The Professor’s ______of the discussio nisconsidereduniqueanddaring.

(A) calculation, (B) subtracdon, (C) interpretation, (D) reason, (E) obligation

22. The chief executive offic巧 made an official apology______ the company 抗r mistakes.

(A) on behalf of, (B) called as，（C) as soon as，（D) according 化，（E) in spite of

23. Members can______ papers in open accesis journals even their institutiondoesnotsubscribe.

(A) access, (B) come，（C) proof, (D) intend, (E) work

24. One microampere is ______ ampere.

(A) 10-3,（B) 10-6,（C) 10-9,（D) 10-12,（E) 10-口

25. One cubic micrometer i s ______ liter.

(A) 10-3, (B) 10-6, (C) 10-9, (D) 10-12, (E) 10-15

26. Multiplying the area by 化e height gives 化e _____ .

(A) length, (B) area, (C) volume，（D) power, (E )拓rce

27. The unit of rpm is widely u巧d 化 show 也e rotations per _

(A) mind, (B) matrix, (C) minute, (D) matching, (E) mass

28. Wind turbines convert th e______ energy in the wind into mechanical power.

(A) kinetic, (B) electric, (C) thermal, (D) optical, (E) chemical

29. Megapascal (MPa) is unit fo r______ •

(A) force, (B) Ksistance, (C) voltage, (D) power, (E) pressure

30. Linear 打ow velocity in 化e tube which cross-sectionai area is 100 mm2 a打d volume flow rate is

(A) 0.01 imn/s, (B) 0.1 mm/s, (C) 1 mm/s, (D) 10 mm/s, (E) 100 mm/s
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T im e : 10:30〜12:10 (100 m in u tes)

Questio打 I， problem 1-30,2 points for each question. 

QuestionII，problem31-35,2pointsforeachquestion.

Question III, Problem 36-45, 3 points for each question.

No points will be deducted for incorrect answers.

Questions II (2 po化ts each)

Try 化 help complete the description o f microfluidics by filling the answers in.

东来木去幸本幸*幸幸东本来幸夺幸本本*幸#争本孝本本来#本争淨*本去去去去本本东来半#丰本丰#夺东乐*«本#去
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Miniaturized analytical systems _ . as microfluidics, micro-total an过lysis systems ([A-TAS), i

lab-on-a-chip have attracted attention over the last 30 years.虹 舶 s concept, microfluidic channels

___32___ 0打泣 substrate and various types of chemical a打d biochemical proces化5 are integrated into

the channels. When compared with bulk proces化s, there are many advantages with such miniaturized 

analytical systems, such as ease of analysis, high-speed reaction, low reagent consumption, and small

sample volumes. F irs t ___33___all, co打sidering 也eir typical di航 sion time， molecules diffii化 over

micrometer regions within the order of 化conds. Therefore,妃olecular transport in liquids， even at 

liquid/liquid interfaces, gas/liquid interfaces, and solid/liquid interfaces, can be completed within a

very short tim e.___34___additio打， considering 化e small heat capacity of liquids inside a microfluidic

channel, the temperature can be instantaneously changed. Such characteristics are essential for the

control o f chemical reactions, and__ 35___ observed in bulk-scale chemical reactions; therefore,

microfluidic devices have received much attention as chemical reaction U)〇ls.

31 • (A) know, (B) knew, (C) are known, (D) known, (E) knowing

32. (A) fabricate，巧）fabricated, (C) are fabricated, (D) fabricating，（E) fabrication

33. (A) o f ,巧）from, (C) to, (D) at, (E) in

34. (A) Of, (B) From, (C) T o,（D) At, (E) In

35. (A )出d notj (B) does iiotj (C) doing nol:, (D) are notj (E) being not
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T im e : 10:30 〜12:10 (100 m in u tes)

Question I, problem 1-30, 2 points for each question.

Questio打 n ， problem 31-35,2 points fbr each question.

Question III, Problem 36-45, 3 points for each question.

No points will be deducted for incorrect answers.
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Questions i n  (3 points each)

Below is the information from published Journal papers， please try 化 answer the following que巧ions.

ArHde

Metal-Free Fabrica杜on of Fused Silica Extended Nanofluidic 
Channel to Remove Artifacts in Chemical Analysis

Kyojiro Morikawa Ryoichi Ohta \  Kazuma Mawatari and Takehiko Kitamori

1 Collaborative Kesearch Organization for JvEcro and Nano Devices (NMfD), The University 
of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Kongo, Bunkyo, Tokyo 113*8妨氏私pan;

2 Department of AppKed Cliemistrj% School of Engineering, The University of Tokyo, 7-3-1 Hongo, Bunkyo, 
Tolcyo 113-8656, Japan

3 Institute of Nanoengineering and Nlicrosystems (iNEMS), Department of Power Jvlechanical Engineering,
1 Tsing Hua University, No. lOl, Section 三, ICuang-Fu Road, Hsindui 30013, Taiwan 
ondence:】Correspon :morikawa{2»icl.t.u-tol;yo.ac3p (K.M.); kmawatari®g.eccu-tokyo.acjp (K.M.)

Received: 29 June 2021, Accepted: 30 July 2021̂  ] i: date: 31 July 2021

Abstract; in  micro江uidics, espe过ally in 打anofluidics, nanochannels with functionalized surfaces 
liave recently attracted attention for use as a new  tool for the investigation of chemical reaction fields. 
Molecules liandlsd in the reaction 技色Id 
the nanochannel.虹  such surroundings, 
the single-molecule level. In this study, 
nanochannels during the fabrication 
fabrication processes. Fused silica 
chromium mask. Insi

conditions were optimized

reach the single-molecule level due to the small size of 
tamination of tlie diannel surface should be removed at 
,as assur

. the lithography 
0 run scale width

omium, electron beam ] 
were optimized. From

m ed  that metal materials could contaminate tlie 
therefore, w e aimed to develop metal-free 

1000 nm-deep svere CO打ve打Honally fabricated using a 
resists more than 1000 run thick were used

annelsresults of optimization,
1000 nm scale width and dep化  were f沈 ricated on fused silica substrates w 她 out the use o f 。 
dhromium mask. In 打anofluidic experiments, an oxidation reaction was observed in a device 
fabricated by conve打tio打al fabiicatioii processes using a chromium mask. It w as foimd th a t〔r^ 
remained on the chamiel surfaces and reacted with chemicals in the liquid phase in the extended 
nanochaimels; this effect occurre过 at least to the microi打olar level. In contrast, the device fabricated 
w ith metal-free processes was free of artifacts induced by the presence of chromium. The developed 
fabricatio打 processes and results of this study w ill be a si呂ni色cant contribution to the fundame打tal 
technologies employed in the 贷elds of inicrofluid;cs and 口anofluidics.

eyw
ee

ords: microfluidics; nanofluidics; extended nanochaimel; nanofabricalion; fused silica;】
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T im e : 10:30 〜12:10 (100 m in u tes)

Questicml，probleml-30,2pointsfbreachquesticm.

Question II， problem 3 1-35, 2 points for each question.

Question III， Problem 36-45, 3 points for each question.

No points will be deducted for incorrect answers.

36. How many corresponding author(s) is/are shown 虹化is article?

(A)0，(B )1，(C )2，(D)3，(E)4

37. When the authors submitted 化e manuscripUo 化e journal?

(A)巧  June 2021，（B) 3 (Uuly 2021，（C) 31 July 2021，（D) Approximately 1 month, (E) not shown

38. What does not allow us 化 use nanochaimels for chemical reactio打打elds?

(A) single-molecule, (B) contamination o f 化e channel surface, (C) 1000 nm-deep nanochannel, (D) 

1000 nm-thick 巧sist, (E) fii化d sUica substrate

39. What is "metal-free fabrication proc巧s" mentioned in this article?

(A)化 fabricate 1000 nm-deep nanochannel，（B)化 fabricate nanochannel with chromium mask, (C) 

化 fabricate nanochannel without chromium mask, (D)化 observe oxidation i*eactio打，（E) 化 keep 

chromium on tiie channel surface

40. To what extent did remained chromium on the nanochannel sur拉ce induce artifact?

(A) single molecule level, (B) 1000 nm-deep level, (C) 1000 nm-thick level, (D) micromolar level, 

(E) not observed

41. What was achieved by metal-free fabrication process?

(A) contamination of the nanochaimel surface, (B) fabrication of 1000 nm-deep nanochannel, (C) 

Optimization for channels with 1000 nm scale width and depth, (D) to induce oxidation reaction, 

(E) observation without artifact

國立清華大學111學年度頌壬班考試入學試題
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T im e : 10:30〜12:10 (100 m in u tes)

Question I， problem 1-30, 2 points for each question.

Que巧ion II, problem 31-35,2 poi打ts for each question.

Question III, Problem 36-45, 3 points for each question.

No points will be deducted for incorrect answers.
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Time 间

Figure 1: Signals for TMB 口，3，，5,5，-tetramethylbeiizidine) solutions with various incubation times. 

Signals were obtained,也at indicated the oxidatio打 o f TMB， and the progress of the reaction is 

indicated by 化e increase in 化e signal intensity wi化 increasing incubation time.

42. What is the value o f maximum signal intensity in 化 e CO 打 dition of "1 min incubation" ?

(A) 6 s，(B) 12 s，（C) 1 tiV, (D) 3 nV，風  8 îV

43. What is mainly (ikcus化d by 化e authors using 化is F"igure?

(A) backgroimd signal, (B) signal starting 化 increase at 10 s, (C) appeared signal peak around 13 s, 

(D) progre巧 of Kaction with increasing incubation time: (G) fast reaction within 20 s
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T im e : 10:30〜12:10 (100 m in u tes)

Questio打 I, problem 1-30,2 poi打ts for each question.

Questio打 II， problem  31-35 ,2  poi打ts for each question.
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Question 皿 ， Problem  36-45,3 points 

N o points wHl be deducted fo

oints for e； 

If incorreci

ach question. 

t answers.

• • V'/' 1

Figure 2: SEM images of nanochannels fabricated using exposure times of (A) 0.4, (B) 0.5, (C) 0.6, (D) 

0.7 and (E) 0.8 |is/dot. In this process, the electron beam resist was spin-coated onto 过 fii化d silica 

substrate at 5000 rpm. Electron 杠earn lithography was sub化quently performed while varying the 

exposure time. After electron beam exposure, the resist was developed with o-xylene for a time span of 

1.5 min, following which the nanochannels were dry etched with gaseous of SFe and CHFs. The 

nanochannels in (A) had a triangular shape because 化e exposure time was 打ot optimized, and some 

r的ist was Ktained in 化e nanochannel iregion after development. In contrast,化e nanochannels in (B)_ 

(E) exMb化 approximately rectangular shapes. With increases in 化e exposure tim e,也e nanochannels 

also became wider， and the optimal exposure time was determined 化 be 0.5 ns/dot. Using 化is 

exposure,打anochannels wi也 dimensions of 48 ± 3 nm (width) and 49 主 1 nm (depth) w細 

approximately square shapes were obtained.

44. Choose mcoirect answer about the fabrication process in Figure 2. !

(A) Electron beam i*esist was spin-coated, (B) Lithography was performed by electron beam，（C) 

The fused silica was etched by o-xylene, (D) Gaseous of SFe and CHF3 were used for diy etching, 

(E) None

45. Choo巧 correct answer about discussion in 化is Figure 2.

(A) Rectangular nanochannels were fabricated in all condition, (B) Exposure time was not critical 

parameter, (C) With decreases in the exposure time, nanochannel became narrower, (D) 

Nanochannels with 出mensions 1巧s than 50 mn were difficult 化 fabricate, (E) None


